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By Nikki Busuttil

WiTh so mAny popuLAR diVE dEsTinATions oVERdonE, 
WE WEnT in sEARch of pARAdisE LosT – WiThouT undER-
WATER TRAffic jAms…

MENtION MICrONEsIA ANd most will respond 
with “micro-where?” casually sat in what 
appears to be the middle of nowhere in the 
pacific ocean, dig out an atlas and you’ll find 
that micronesia is located south of Guam 
and southeast of The philippines. 

consisting of approximately 900 islands, 
stretching across nearly 3,000km, with a rich 
and colorful history, passing through each 
location you instantly notice the marked 
differences in local languages and dialects 
that give each set of islands a distinct 
rhythm and flavor (although the main official 
language is English).

part of the charm of this vast collection of 
remote island states is that it remains quite 
the ordeal to get there. matching connecting 
flight times and finding sociably convenient 
departure and arrival hours is an art in itself. 
forget the concept of easy island hopping 
and going with the flow; precision-timing 
and detailed airline information, as well as 

TO DIVE FOR

 A PALAUAN PARADISE
After laboriously mapping out a route to best 
accommodate the antisocial flight times, and 
to ensure the maximum number of dives, 
our first port of call was the Republic of 
palau, an independent state from the rest 
of micronesia, grouped under the un Trust 
Territory of the pacific as the federated 
states of micronesia (fsm). Arriving in 
the dead of night leaves everything to the 
imagination of what sights and sounds await 

in the morning light. A swift pick-up and a 
speedy transfer to the palau pacific Resort 
ensured a couple of hours sleep before 
daybreak in a comfortable ocean-view room.

fish n fins was the diving company 
of choice and turned out to be quite the 
experience, taking clients not only to the 
dive sites and back, but detouring along the 
way to play with schools of dolphins and eat  
on deserted islands. Between dives it was a 
pleasure to take in the awe-inspiring sights 
and discover hidden coves and lagoons, 
where inviting waters lie still like exquisitely 
tinted glass in many shades of blue and 
green.

The actual diving was no less jaw-
dropping, with no shortage of spectacularly 
diverse marine life. German channel, Blue 
corner, ulong channel and Blue holes all 
provide stunning underwater vistas and 

palau Blue holes Lange

flight socks and sleeping masks are a must! 
This results in the quietly reassuring fact 
that many – nay, most – never venture forth. 
micronesia is still relatively ‘undiscovered’ as 
a typical holiday destination, and the further 
west you head the more true this seems. The 
adventure seeker will not be disappointed – 
and neither will the experienced diver.

palau islands

palau pacific Resort
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great photo opportunities for the budding 
and professional underwater photographer, 
as ambient light streams through.

The very first dive, at German channel 
(a man-made pass, created by the German 
forces during WWii), brought an unexpected 
encounter with much sought-after manta 
rays. These incredibly graceful creatures 
emerged from the blue, and all eyes present 
were transfixed. Blue corner sees some 
intense currents, so reef hooks are a 
mandatory accessory to be able to spend 
time admiring the plethora of sharks, tuna, 
batfish, barracuda and giant, grumpy-looking 
napoleons, without being whisked away in a 
heartbeat. 

ulong channel, a natural formation, has 
one of the most beautifully impressive 
underwater landscapes i have ever 
experienced, made up of a rich variety of 
hard and soft corals, teeming with sharks, 
napoleon wrasse, bumphead parrotfish, 
pipefish, nudibranches, bannerfish, moorish 
idols and angelfish to name but a few – we 
even had a guest appearance from an 
adorable adult turtle. The magnificent Blue 
holes, probably one of the most popular dive 

sites in palau, is home to two very intact 
whole turtle skeletons in the pitch-black 
Temple of doom cave.

for the perfect surface interval, we were 
transported to a hushed lagoon known as 
The milky Way, hidden among the idyllic 
Rock islands that mushroom out of the water, 
dense with leafy vegetation. Anchored in the 
middle of the lagoon, our dive guide collected 
white sulphurous mud from its depths in an 
empty lunchbox, encouraging us to apply a 
thick layer from head to toe, promising five to 
ten years rejuvenation! We eagerly turned into 
white crusty monsters as the sun dried the 
muddy clay and left us feeling – or at least 
hoping we looked – younger. 

one of the Rock islands where we 
stopped for lunch housed a cave, high up on 
a ledge with some well-preserved ancient 
cave paintings, apparently dated around 
1000Bc. i jumped at the chance for a closer 
inspection with my dive guide. up we went 
after wading through the surrounding waters, 
scaling a rope extending from the overhang, 
mounting the rock face, grappling vines 
and climbing up the slippery craggy rocks, 
onto the ledge. The descent proved even 

more challenging, but was well-timed as the 
boat emerged for pick-up and on to another 
thrilling detour through the famous narrow 
rock window at break-neck speed with 
expert navigational skill.

Back at the resort, the pool bar beckoned 
with cocktails named after dive sites. my 
dive buddy gallantly managed to make her 
way around most of palau’s hotspots in just 
one evening via a cocktail glass, leading to a 
wrestling match with a paw-faced macaque 
over a bottle Evian she much needed and lost. 
fortunately, the hangover was short-lived.

The final day of diving in palau began with 
a trek and some skin-diving. After showing 
our national park passes at an outpost 
for inspection, then hiking up and over a 
mountain ridge through jungle we were 
confronted with jellyfish Lake, landlocked 
inside a lagoon that was once connected 
to the sea. for snorkeling only, this lake 
contains literally millions of astonishing, 
stingless golden and moon jellyfish in all 
sizes, pulsating at different speeds around 
the lake. Thousands of years of evolution 
have rendered them virtually harmless, as 
they have no natural predators.

on to clarence Wall, this was a colorful, 
vibrant trip into turtleland, each one posing 
for the perfect shot, accompanied by giant 
pipefish and equally huge boxfish. The 
journey to our final dive brought about 
another spirited rendezvous with dolphins. 
At German Wall we were submerged in yet 
another diver’s paradise, with sharks galore 
and a rather suicidal tuna that seemed to 
be flirting with disaster, eagerly bumping 
into a manic shark. The manta ray sighting 
on this dive was only mildly upstaged by a 
face-to-face with a highly venomous yet 
docile crocodile fish, so well camouflaged 
that i only noticed it once my nose was mere 
centimeters away.

 MANTA MECCA YAP 
As if clandestinely stealing away, departing 
palau under cover of night seemed only 
fitting as we would not be brazenly reminded 
of what we were abandoning. however, yap, 
for those in the know, is a manta mecca and 
home for the next few days would be the 
manta Ray Bay Resort & yap divers, located 
on the main island in the capital colonia. 
Luxury is not something that abounds 
anywhere on yap, and our rooms were basic 
but functional, with large balconies. The view 
of sunrise, however, is quite spectacular as it 
unfurls before your weary eyes.

on land, yap is steeped in indigenous 
culture and tradition, where local ladies 
go topless, gentlemen constantly chew 
beetlenut with blood-red stained teeth, stone 
money banks determine the social standing 
of a village, and ancient stone paths seem 
somehow to magically join everywhere. 
Walking trails are a sheer delight, and local 
village visits are not to be missed, where 
mangroves, intense with flora, fauna and 
aquatic life, blend seamlessly with villagers, 
men’s meeting houses and the famous 
stone money, which, in ancient times, was 
hand-carved and hauled by small boat from 
a faraway palauan island.

despite the fact that mantas are 
guaranteed in yap, it wasn’t until day two 
that any sightings were made. But sure 
enough Valley of the Rays, at Goffnuw, 
played host to three gigantic, majestic, 
white-bellied mantas, whose names and 
markings can be identified after the dives on 
the walls of the dive center. 

After the rough currents of certain dives, 
slow n Easy provided a leisurely encounter 
with a vast supply of smaller marine life: 
delightful pajama cardinal fish, octopus, 

Box fish

Blue corner sharks

Valley of the Rays
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copulating nudibranches, hawksbill turtles, 
a very busy mantis shrimp, some arrowhead 
dartfish, crocodile fish, couplings of blind 
shrimp and gobies, tiny pipefish that 
resemble seahorses – we had to dive twice 
to take it all in.

Evenings in yap are usually spent by 
visitors, local government workers and 
expats on the popular top-floor bar of the 
old wooden ship/restaurant, permanently 
anchored in the waters in front of manta 
Bay Resort. This really is the best place 
to exchange diving tales and learn of new 
pastures to conquer for those on a quest to 
dive the globe’s best.

The following day we packed lunch and 
headed down south to some inspiring sites. 
magic Kingdom, in particular, was akin to 
being transported inside The Beatles ‘yellow 

submarine’ video. The sheer abundance of 
oversized mushrooming table corals would 
have been enough, but the crabs, porcupine 
fish, sharks, banded shrimps, lionfish and 
pufferfish, as well as one elusive turtle made 
for an incredible experience.

it seems every dive in micronesia is 
destined to excite, and yap’s mandarin fish 
sunset dive is worth all the hunting and 
scouring of corals if you catch a glimpse 
of the main spectacle: tiny enigmatic fish 
with distinctive markings who perform a 
nightly mating ritual. They require patience, 
but if you’re lucky enough to be voyeur to 
their chase, they eventually find the perfect 
coupling and engage in a spiraling mating 
dance before ‘wham bam thank you mam’ 
it’s over and they go their separate ways. A 
fabulous ‘happy ending’ to tales of yap…

 SHIPWRECKED IN CHUUK 
if plane and shipwrecks spark your 
explorative nature, small dark spaces 
generate no fear, and deep dives do not have 
you spitting out your regulator and singing a 
narcosis-inspired ‘doing the Lambert Walk’, 
then it’s no overstatement to proclaim that 
Truk Lagoon, chuuk, is the ultimate wreck-
diving dream destination.

harbored at the bottom of the almost 
perfectly circular Truk Lagoon are 
approximately 300 plane and shipwrecks, 
dating back to operation hailstorm 
on february 17-18, 1944, when the us 
obliterated the japanese contingent there. 
Truk Lagoon is a veritable magnet for 
wreck-diving junkies, as these sheltered and 
relatively unvisited waters have given man’s 
once destructive machines over 60 years 
to flourish and blossom into artificial reefs, 
thick with coral and home to an astonishing 
array of fish, while remaining well-preserved 
World War ii memorabilia museums. Local 
laws prevent and fine avid collectors trying 
to smuggle out souvenirs from wrecks by 
penalty of a us$ 15,000 fine if caught, so 
keep sticky fingers to yourself!

Arriving in chuuk after an excessively 
long journey via Guam and claiming our 
rather battered luggage, it was little shock 
to discover that luxury does not exist in Truk, 
except in what lies beneath the waves, and 
that it only receives an average of less than 
6,000 visitors per year. But what Truk lacks 
in sophistication it certainly makes up for 
in charm, hospitality and some of the best 
wreck diving you could wish for. Another 
bonus after two weeks of zero contact 
with the rest of the world was the free wifi 

yap money

Wreck of truck chassis, chuuk

mandarin fish

clown fish

flatworm
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through holds, decks and walkways that had 
once seen much action and commotion, it 
felt like we were both exploring and paying 
our last respects.

Back on dry land we rinsed our gear and 
waited out our time until the dive computer 
confirmed it was safe to fly, which provided 
opportunity for a last ditch attempt to top up 
the tan. Every second of the long and rather 
uncomfortable journey back to Bangkok 
remained undeniably and unequivocally 
worth it – we had achieved exactly what we 
set out to do. We had found our paradise lost 
and diving would never be the same again. 
We had journeyed to the middle of nowhere 
in the pacific ocean and still found a free 
wifi internet connection…
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internet access in the restaurant of the Truk 
stop hotel & Truk Lagoon dive center.

We had been warned, but we were wholly 
unprepared for just how little there was to do 
aside from diving. There are no real beaches 
to speak of on Truk’s main island, Weno, 
and all outer islands are generally privately 
owned and not partial to uninvited guests, 
so you really have to love diving – and wreck 
diving at that.

That being said, the hotel and dive 
center did their utmost and, aside from the 
wreck diving, scheduled a short stop at the 
unblemished pisamwe island and a shark 
feeding and reef dive trip to shark island, a 
tiny sandbank with a few palms, where 20 to 
30 sharks circled below, more weary of us 
than we of them. These harmless creatures, 
however, turned into ravenous beasts when, 
after the dive, the shark feeding frenzy 
began. it wasn’t clear if they were catching a 
bite or being bitten themselves.

The first of nine dives in Truk Lagoon was 
an 18-meter-deep plane wreck, the Betty 
Bomber. she obviously got rather smashed 
up on her crash landing, with the engine and 
propeller landing some 20 meters ahead and 
other parts scattered all around, including a 
radio, a seat, a gun and bottles, with beautiful 
fan corals hanging from the broken wings.

Blessed with good visibility, the dives to 
the fujikawa maru and the sankisan maru 
(‘maru’ meaning ‘ship’) were magnificent. 
The former sits upright at 35 meters and 
is a 100-meter-long passenger and cargo 

ship that was converted to an aircraft carrier 
during the war. The wreck was a treasure 
trove of easily identifiable artifacts, including 
three japanese Zero planes, plenty of ammo, 
gas drums, boot soles, canvas sheets, plates, 
medicine bottles and gas masks. The carrier 
sankisan held trucks, chassis, ammo, guns 
and many more vital ingredients for war. 

macabre aspect of wreck diving aside, 
other highlights in Truk Lagoon included 
the Kiyosumi maru and the shinkoku maru, 
with its infirmary, operating table and token 
femur, now home to a mass of corals and 
batfish keen on following at every turn. over 
at the Rio de janeiro, one hold appeared as 
a well-stocked wine cellar, lined with crate 
after crate of fully-intact sake. swimming 

 GOOD TO KNOW

CLIMATE: hot and humid

BEST TIME TO gO: december to April

HOW TO gET THERE: many airlines fly into 
manila, but only continental micronesia flies 
around the islands 

WHAT TO BRINg: As much of your own dive 
equipment as possible, but tanks, weights 
and belts are provided

ONLINE RESOURCES: www.visit-palau.com,  
www.visit-fsm.org, www.fishnfins.com, 
www.mantaray.com, www.trukstop.com, 
www.trukodyssey.com    

palau pacific Resort

fish n fins

Blue corner, Blue holes, 

ulong channel, clarence Wall

Rock islands window &  

the milky Way

fish n fins offer ‘ocean 

hunter’ liveaboards 

PALAU

manta Ray Bay Resort

yap divers

Valley of the Rays, magic 

Kingdom, slow n Easy, Rainbow 

Reef (mandarin fish sunset dive)

men’s meeting houses, stone 

money bank, stone path trail

Looking for a little more 

luxury, try Trader’s Ridge

YAP

Truk stop hotel

Truk Lagoon dive center

fujikawa maru, shinkoku 

maru, shark island, nippo 

maru, heian maru

old japanese WWii bunkers

Liveaboards are probably 

best – try Truk odyssey

CHUUK

shark island

 EssEntiALs

 Where to stay:
 Who to dive with:
 Must dives:

 Must visits:

 Alternative:

FEdErAtEd stAtEs oF MiCronEsiA


